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BLAZETAMER380™ AERIAL 
FIREFIGHTING

 Aggressive initial attack of fires that incorporate both 

ground and aerial resources has been very effective to 

keep fires small.

 This is especially important as weather patterns create 

conditions that lead to more devastating fires and 

there is increased threat to life and property in the 

urban interface.

 Aircraft combined with BLAZETAMER380™ are 

especially effective in reducing the threat to life, 

property and resources by wildfire while increasing 

firefighter safety.
There has been an increase in the percentage 

of fires that employ aerial resources. 
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BLAZETAMER380™ - AERIAL 
FIREFIGHTING

The RAND Report:
Goal - Determine the composition of a fleet of airtankers, 

scoopers, and helicopters that would minimize the total social 

costs of wildfires, including the cost of large fires and aircraft costs.

Aerial Firefighting Use and Effectiveness (AFUE) Study:
Mission Statement - “To systematically document the operational 

utilization and tactical contribution of aerial firefighting resources 

that have the ability to deliver water and wildland fire chemicals 

in support of incident objectives.”

Two studies have provided insight into modern-day 
aerial firefighting: 
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THE RAND REPORT –
KEY FINDINGS

 Scoopers are considerably less expensive to own and operate 

than larger helicopters and fixed-wing airtankers.

 When fires are near water, scoopers can drop more water than 

airtankers can drop retardant.

 At least two-thirds of historical fires have been within ten miles 

of a scooper-accessible body of water, and about 80 percent 

have been within five miles of a helicopter-accessible body of 

water.

 Airtankers have a niche role in fighting wildfires that are not 

proximate to scooper or helicopter-accessible water sources.
Across all analyses, scoopers were the 
dominant component of the U.S. Forest 

Service’s optimal fleet mix
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THE AFUE REPORT – KEY 
FINDINGS

 SEATs are used more frequently than LATs or VLATs for initial attack

 Delaying fire spread was a common objective and outcome for 

all aircraft.

 Reducing fire intensity was a common drop objective for 

helicopters and scoopers and this tactic was largely effective.

 SEATs, LATs, and VLATs were rarely used to reduce fire intensity and 

instead used more for halting fire spread.

 SEATs, LATs, and VLATs were used slightly more frequently than 

other aircraft to provide point protection of values. 
Given their ability to reload from water bodies, 

scoopers exhibit similar use characteristics to 

helicopters versus other airtankers.
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APPLYING WHAT WE LEARNED

 Fire suppression efforts are less costly and more successful with 

rapid initial attack, using a combination of aircraft that can 

apply the most amount of suppressant in the shortest amount 

of time with the goal of reducing fire intensity and mitigating 

fire spread.

 Rapid turn-arounds with scoopers and helicopters have proven 

to control wildfires quicker by responding to real time changes 

in fire activity due to the short turnaround times and on-scene 

durability.

 Increased moisture and relative humidity that is introduced in 

sub-canopy by the  suppressant that penetrates the canopy 

does not allow fire to regain energy between loads. 
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APPLYING WHAT WE LEARNED

 Traditional use of large airtankers and Type I helicopters could take on a 

new role on high-hazard days and become more effective if they are 

deployed within the initial few hours of detection in combination with 

Type 2 & Type 3 helicopters and/or scoopers

 For direct attack, the efficiency and effectiveness of large airtankers and 

aircraft configured with on-board injection systems can be enhanced if 

BLAZETAMER380™ is used instead of retardant or water only.  

 When fuels are treated from the canopy to the ground with 

BLAZETAMER380™, moisture and relative humidity in the sub-canopy is 

increased and ground firefighters are able to take advantage of 

decreased fire intensity.
The concept is to quickly overwhelm fires with 

suppressants so ground firefighters can more safely and 

effectively engage fires.
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https://www.fs.fed.us/rm/fire/wfcs/documents/2020-1005_qpl_WE.pdf

NOTES: 

3 Forest Service policy does 

not allow use  of water 

enhancers from large 

airtankers.  These products 

meet the requirements for 

application from multi-

engine aircraft for those 

agencies whose policy 

permits this use.

https://www.fs.fed.us/rm/fire/wfcs/documents/2020-1005_qpl_WE.pdf
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SIZE UP & DECISIONS 

Incident Commanders must size up their fire and decide 

how best to safely and effectively attack the fire while 

balancing a multitude of factors.

INCIDENT COMMANDERS 

What type of tactics, strategies and tools will they employ? 

 Direct Attack or Indirect Attack

 Ground Resources - Number & Type of Crews & 

Equipment

 Need for Aerial Support

 Type of Fire Suppressants
Incident Commanders and Air Attack 

Officers must request the proper suppressant 

for their given situation and tactics. 
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BLAZETAMER380™ - DIRECT OR 
INDIRECT ATTACK

 If possible, an anchor is established so firefighters have a 

safe zone in the adjacent blackline as they work on the 

flanks and eventually turn the corner on the headfire. 

 Sometimes aircraft take action directly on the head or a 

“hot flank” to quickly reduce spread, save property or to 

keep the fire from reaching priority areas. 

 When direct attack is not an option due to fuels, access, 

terrain, firefighter safety or resources, indirect attack using 

retardant may be the best option.

STRATEGIES WITH AIRCRAFT

Direct attack is often the most effective 

and safest strategy when aircraft are 

used for initial attack. 
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BLAZETAMER380™ 
DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES

Depending on fuel and weather conditions, topography, 

access, resources available and fire intensity, firefighters have a 

variety of objectives when selecting the proper type of aircraft 

and type of wildland fire chemical.

Firefighters must be aware of:
 Capabilities and limitations of aircraft

 What types of wildland fire chemicals are available to them

 When to use each type of suppressant

 How to properly mix and apply them.

 When building situational awareness for any given day, 

firefighters must know what aircraft and suppressants are 

readily available to them.  This is most important on days of 

elevated fire danger and spread potential. 

The effectiveness of aerial fire suppression 

is related to the amount of fuel surface 

covered with fire suppressants, how long 

they remain on available fuels and if 

penetration through the canopy is 

adequate to treat ground fuels.
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BLAZETAMER380™ - Polymeric Water Enhancer 
Proven Effective for Direct Attack on Wildfires

LINK: https://youtu.be/JXwYBZG17bY * RIGHT CLICK ON LINK & OPEN VIDEO IN A NEW TAB. 

https://youtu.be/JXwYBZG17bY
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 Airspeed

 Altitude - AGL

 Coverage Level

 Type of Suppressant (water, foam, water enhancers, 

retardant)

 Pilot Accuracy / Performance

 Environmental Factors (wind, updrafts, steep terrain)

Each fuel type with given wind, RH, temperature and 

topography will react differently to suppressants

FACTORS THAT AFFECT AERIAL SUPPRESSANT 
DROPS: 

BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL 
RESOURCES
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BLAZETAMER380™ is now available and adds a 

new Dynamic  to coverage levels – Mix Ratio 

 With BLAZETAMER380™, adjustments can be made to 

both coverage levels & mix ratios as conditions dictate.  

 Adjustments to coverage levels and mix ratio maximize 

production and effectiveness of each load delivered.

 BLAZETAMER380™ allows Air Attack Officers and pilots to 

customize each drop to best meet the needs of ground 

firefighters. 
By customizing the coverage level and mix ratio 

according to given fire and weather conditions, 

an added benefit is cost savings for the agency. 

BLAZETAMER380™ 
DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES
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LINK: https://youtu.be/0rbvE1GZLPM * RIGHT CLICK ON LINK & OPEN VIDEO IN A NEW TAB. 

https://youtu.be/0rbvE1GZLPM
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BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES

 For fires burning with low intensity or in light fuels and when 

delivered by helicopter, a mix ratio of 0.2% - 0.3% may be 

adequate. 

 Airtanker drops may be effective at a mix ratio of 0.3% - 0.4% 

since this allows penetration of the canopy.

 To treat vertical fuels or for fires that are torching or 

crowning, use a mix ratio of 0.5% - 0.65%. 

 As drop speed, fire intensity or fuels dictate, or anytime  

there is a desire to have more product remain in the 

canopy, the mix ratio can be increased up to a maximum of 

0.65%. 

Fuel type, size, arrangement and 

current weather conditions will 

dictate the best mix ratio and 

coverage level for the given situation. 

0.2% - 0.3% - 0.4% - 0.5% - 0.6% - 0.65%

I Penetrate      I  Adhere    I

BLAZETAMER380™ 
Recommended Mix Ratios 
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The type and arrangement of fuels 

and fire intensity is highly variable 

in the wildfire environment. 

BLAZETAMER380™ 
DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES

 Some fires will respond to a BLAZETAMER380™ mix ratio of 

0.2% at Coverage Level 2 but others may require a mix 

ratio of 0.65% at Coverage Level 8.

 The selected mix ratio for BLAZETAMER380™ should match 

the type of aircraft, airspeed at time of drop, fuel type, 

tactics and fire intensity. 

 Water enhanced with BLAZETAMER380™ at mix ratios 

between 0.2% - 0.65% has proven to be effective as 

millions of gallons have been dropped on hundreds of 

wildfires across the globe at these rates.
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Airtanker Line Length Production Chart 
Volume Coverage 

Level 4
Coverage 

Level 2
800 Gallons 189’ 526’

3,000 Gallons 916’ 1,411’

Source – Table 9, NWCG Standards for Aerial Supervision 

BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES

 The amount of suppressant or retardant that is released is 

expressed with the term “Coverage Level”.

 Coverage Level is defined as the amount of suppressant, in 

gallons, that is dropped on an area that is 10’ x 10’ (100 

square feet). 

 In a grassy fuel type, aircraft would likely use Coverage Level 

2, (2 gallons/100 sq’), while a fuel type that has a canopy of 

trees would likely receive Coverage Level 6 or 8. 

 Production tables are available to estimate the amount of 

line that is treated with various tank sizes and coverage 

levels, assuming standard drop heights and airspeed.

Fire suppression aircraft have standardized 

door systems that promote effective 

communication between ground firefighters, 

Air Attack Officers and pilots.
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BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES

 While a load of retardant at Coverage Level 4 may be appropriate for fires in a brush fuel type, a load of 

BLAZETAMER380™ at Coverage Level 2 or 3 on the same fuel type may have the desired effect on fires. 

 This advantage could increase line production from 1½-2½ times per drop.

 A combination of mix ratios could be used, similar to principles of using wet foam, dripping foam or dry foam.   

 For treating fuels near the head of a fire, an initial load at 0.4% - Coverage Level 6, to penetrate the canopy 

and treat ground fuels could be followed by a load at 0.65% - Coverage Level 4, to treat the canopy.

PUTTING VARIABLE MIX RATIOS AND COVERAGE LEVELS TOGETHER

JUDGEMENT + EXPERIENCE = ART
Aerial firefighting can be as much about art as it is science.
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BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES

Air Attack Officers Must: 
 Be aware of the different suppressants available and the 

characteristics of each so proper tactics are employed.

 Evaluate drops and make adjustments.

 Make recommendations to IC’s and ground firefighters.

 Brief and direct airtanker and helicopter pilots to ensure 

products are applied appropriately.

Air Attack Officers and pilots have the ability to combine art, science  
and on-site evaluations of fire behavior and the fires’ reaction to 

previous drops to customize their next drop. 
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BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES

 Direct Attack with retardants at the prescribed coverage level 

is generally effective in flame lengths up to 4 feet. 

- Flame lengths from 4 to 8 feet require higher coverage levels.

- Retardant is not generally effective when flame lengths > 8’ 

unless applied in heavy coverage levels and greater widths.

 Drops of retardant in timber or fuel models with a dense 

concentration of tall trees are often ineffective. 

- Canopy interception significantly reduces the ability for  

retardant to penetrate and treat ground fuels. 

- An open canopy allows for better penetration.

Retardant is best for indirect attack 

since it contains chemicals that remain 

effective after the water evaporates.
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BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES

 BLAZETAMER380™ is more cost effective than retardant 

when used for direct attack

 A few loads of BLAZETAMER380™ directly in front of an 

advancing fire will significantly reduce the fire intensity and 

rate of spread. 

 BLAZETAMER380™, like other water enhancers, is not 

effective when water has evaporated (usually 30-45 minutes 

after application), although it has proven to keep spot fires 

in check for hours. 

 See MODULE 3 for additional benefits
RETARDANT FOR INDIRECT ATTACK

BLAZETAMER380™ FOR DIRECT ATTACK
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BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES

 BLAZETAMER380™ can be used to reduce fire intensity by  

“pretreating the green” with a parallel attack by making initial 

drops up to ¼ mile between an approaching fire and natural 

barriers. 

 BLAZETAMER380™ can be dropped on fires to cool them and 

reduce the humidity in the sub canopy, thus helping ground 

firefighters by reducing the thermal energy and flame lengths.

 After A fire burns up to the BLAZETAMER380™, subsequent 

drops placed directly on the fireline will be more effective due 

to the already reduced intensity and spread. 
Creative tactics can be very useful 
when aerial suppression resources 

are in short supply. 
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BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES

 BLAZETAMER380™ is uncolored.  For direct attack, colorants are 

often not necessary unless used with a parallel attack strategy. 

 For direct attack, after an anchor is established, subsequent drops 

are made where the heat and smoke begin.  

 Drops are made sequentially or directly on visible fire threats or 

smoke plumes that indicate potential increase of fire activity.

 The primary purpose of adding a colorant to suppressants is to allow 

aerial firefighters to locate previous drops so they can remain 

oriented as they continue building an indirect or parallel line. 

 Colorant adds cost to the price per gallon of suppressants. 

Targets are often-times evident from an 
aerial view but can be enhanced using 
infrared cameras in suppression aircraft.
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BLAZETAMER380™ OR RETARDANT 

 BLAZETAMER380™ is very effective for direct attack of 

wildfires when drops are placed directly on the active 

flame edge or half in and half out of the fireline.

 Retardant is most effective when applied to available 

fuels outside of the fire perimeter.

 BLAZETAMER380™ can be used in sensitive areas where 

land management policy or direction does not allow the 

use of retardant.

BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES

RETARDANT FOR INDIRECT ATTACK

BLAZETAMER380™ FOR DIRECT ATTACK
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BLAZETAMER380™ AND RETARDANT

 After a defensive strategy is complete and fire is boxed in with retardant, an offensive strategy can be 

employed with direct attack of BLAZETAMER380™ to reduce fire intensity and contain or limit spread inside 

established retardant lines.

 Airtankers can effectively alternate loads of retardant and BLAZETAMER380™ without requiring the tank to be 

rinsed since the salt contained in any residual retardant does not affect the performance of 

BLAZETAMER380™.

 A tactic that may work well is to use a combination of BLAZETAMER380™ with traditional retardant drops for 

point source protection or to increase the chances of successfully attacking the head or hot flanks of a fire . 

Use of BLAZETAMER380™ allows firefighters to play offense by reducing the 
intensity of advancing fires and increasing the chances for retardant lines to hold.

BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES
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BLAZETAMER380™ AND RETARDANT

 BLAZETAMER380™ is used to “pretreat the green” to reinforce retardant lines on the fire-side of the retardant 

line.

 As fires approach retardant lines, BLAZETAMER380™ can be used in parallel attack by making initial drops up to 

¼ mile between the approaching fire and already-established retardant lines.

 BLAZETAMER380 will remain effective for up to 45 minutes, and can be placed directly adjacent to retardant 

lines or up to ¼ mile inside retardant lines.

 BLAZETAMER380™ can also be used after a fire bumps a retardant line to cool threatening hot spots within the 

retardant lines and to treat any spot fires or slop overs in order to hold them until ground crews arrive on scene.

BLAZETAMER380™ can be used to protect the investment in retardant lines. 

BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES
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IMPROVEMENT CONTINIUM Many factors for agencies and individuals to accept, 
allow, encourage and promote improvements:

 Increasing Threat To Life, Property, Resources

 Desire to Increase Aircraft Effectiveness 

 Need to Reduce Suppression Costs

 Environmental Concerns          

 Risk Management – Reduce Exposure

Add BLAZETAMER380™ to your wildfire suppression toolbox.

BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES
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 Drop Characteristics

 Less Evaporative Loss

 Canopy Penetration

 Full Use of Tank Capacities

 Use of On-Board Injection

 Endothermic Properties

 Coverage Levels

 Range of Mix Ratios

 Reduces Re-ignition

SEVERAL FACTORS ALLOW BLAZETAMER380™ TO 
OUT-PERFORM OTHER FIRE SUPPRESSANTS:

BLAZETAMER380™ DIRECT ATTACK WITH AERIAL RESOURCES
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BLAZETAMER380™ 
Now Available in the USA & Canada  

 BLAZETAMER USA LLC can provide product information from studies and drop tests in the 

USA and Canada, corrosion reports and additional data that can help agencies make 

informed decisions about suppressants and mix ratios that are right for their agency.

 Significant cost savings for concentrate can be realized by customizing and managing, 

rather than the traditional one-size-fits-all approach. 

 Your ability to maximize efficiency and effectiveness of aircraft on wildfires depends on 

willingness to try something different.

ACTION REMOVES THE DOUBT THAT THEORY CANNOT RESOLVE



Enhancing water to save lives 

and protect our environment.

VisionMission

About Us

We enhance water to provide a 

non-toxic, environmentally 

responsible fire suppressant to 

advance the firefighting industry.

WWW.BLAZETAMER.COM



OUR BRANDS: 

BLAZETAMER380™ is an 

elastomer used for increasing 

the efficiency of water for the 

direct attack of class A fire 

suppression. It the first polymeric 

elastomer of its type in the world, 

to be listed on the USDA-FS 

qualified products listing (QPL). 

AquaBoostAG is a patented 

polymer solution which in-

creases irrigation and fertiliser 

efficiency by altering soil 

hydraulics, slowing the infiltration 

of moisture through the soil 

profile, promoting lateral spread 

and maintaining water and 

nutrients in the root zone for a 

longer period. 

Polycom is a road base materials 

stabilisation agent. When mixed 

with the water on site it delivers a 

longer lasting running surface. 

Roads treated with PolyCom 

have lasted up to four times 

longer before requiring the 

regular maintenance programs 

as scheduled. This contributes 

significantly to long term asset 

management plans. 

DustChek is a new generation 

dust control product specifically 

formulated for today’s 

challenging dust control 

problems in the mining industry. 

DustChek improves and stabilises 

unpaved haul road surfaces by 

saturating and bonding dust and 

aggregate particles together.

www.biocentral-labs.com



THANK YOU
Training Module 7 –

Airtanker Base, Helicopter, 
Dip Tank & On-board 

Operations

Bill Schuster 
218-969-6799
bill.schuster@blazetamer.com
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